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   Nearly 30 years ago, the Portland International Airport decided to trade in its loud, dated 
tiled floors for a neoteric carpet. This redesign was taking place in the late eighties, when 
beige and earth tones reigned in utilitarian decor. SRG Architects, however, decided early 
on that the Pacific Northwest would be uniquely reflected in Portland’s sky-hub with green 
and blue hues, and created the intersecting design based on the North and South runways of 
the airport as seen from the control tower. The loyalty of the design to the city’s aesthetic has 
resulted in decades of use and has transformed the carpet into the cult symbol it is today.  !
This era of the carpet is coming to an end; the beloved PDX carpet will be replaced with an 
updated design in the fall of 2015. Rather than discarding the old carpet, it has been 
awarded to four organizations committed to dispersing the carpet and continuing its legacy 
as an icon of Portland. In collaboration with the PDX Project, one of four awardees of the 
precious Portland Airport Carpet, One Grand Gallery is seeking submissions for a PDX 
Carpet themed exhibition to run from July 10th-31st, 2015. Inspired by the carpet itself, 
airport culture, the death of the carpet: If this carpet could talk, what would it say?  !
Please send concept submissions to Jordan Chan-Mendez no later than May 20th, 
2015.  !
Proposals will be subject to curator approval, as will the finished piece. Participation 
will be contingent upon approval. !
Submissions may be in any medium the artist chooses. FINAL SUBMISSIONS ARE  DUE TO 
THE GALLERY NO LATER THAN JULY 1st, 2015. Carpet will be available to a select few 
of the submissions. !
If you have any questions regarding entry instructions/specifications, or emailing your 
proposal, please feel free to contact us at info@onegrandgallery.com 
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